INTRODUCTION
Plants have evolved a multi-layered immune system to help them cope with potential invasion 45 of pathogens (Jones and Dangl, 2006) . Recognition of invading organisms triggers a rapid 46 induction of signalling cascades, leading to diverse defence responses (Pieterse et al., 2012) . 47 Effectiveness of these downstream events is crucially dependent on salicylic acid (SA), 48 jasmonic acid (JA) and ethylene (ET), but other hormones were also shown to play important 49 roles in plant immunity (Verma et al., 2016) . Hormonal signals differ considerably in timing, 50 quantity and composition, depending on the type of attacker (Bluthgen, 2015) . Crosstalk 51 between hormonal pathways can have antagonistic or synergistic effects and is largely multi-52 dimensional (Tsuda and Somssich, 2015) . This interconnected plant hormonal network 53 provides an important regulatory mechanism, granting plants quick adaptation abilities via 54 intruder-specific alterations (Pieterse et al., 2012) . At the molecular level, crosstalk between 55 signalling pathways with several regulatory feedback loops adds robustness to the plant 56 immune signalling network (Windram and Denby, 2015) . Network modelling, a subfield of 57 systems biology, continues to be paramount in investigations of complex systems (Barabasi, (Hillmer and Katagiri, 2016) . Network inference from omics datasets allows us to deduce the 65 underlying structure of activated processes. However, due to high noisiness, high 66 dimensionality and low sample sizes of data, this is a non-trivial task (Veiga et al., 2010) . Thus, 67 additional improvements are needed, for example, incorporation of prior knowledge can 68 greatly improve reconstructed network accuracy, simultaneously reducing noise and sparsity 69 effects of the source data, without inflating the computational cost (Ghanbari et al., 2015) . 70 
71
Despite extensive potato breeding programs, its average yields still do not reach their 72 physiological potential (Singh, 2008) . This is the result of its sensitivity to a wide range of 73 environmental factors. The aim of the current study was to improve understanding of potato 74 immune signalling using network modelling and thus on the long-term to provide means for 75 novel crop breeding strategies directed towards high and sustainable yields. We built on a 76 manually curated plant immune signalling model (Miljkovic et al., 2012) Using prior knowledge to improve the plant immune signal ling model 106 To assess the potential of using prior knowledge for the improvement of the mechanistic model To validate our approach of StIN construction, we compared interactions covered by selected 158 layers of biological information against a gold-standard, a set of highly reliable reactions from 159 the manually curated plant immune signalling model (Table 1) 
Integrated network-driven hypotheses: Ethylene is modulating NPR1
167 gene expression 168 First, we analysed the topologies of the generated networks, namely AtCKN, StCKN and StIN. 169 AtCKN showed some bias towards high degree nodes, a direct result of two included datasets 170 6 from ChIP-Seq experimental data ( Supplemental Table 1 ). On the other hand, expansion to 171 all potato genes performed for StCKN and StIN distorted the network topological indices 172 (many-to-many phylogenetic relationships). Further network analyses aimed at targeted 173 identification of novel crosstalk connections, between receptors and transmitters of seven 174 plant hormonal pathways (Supplemental Table 2 ). Due to topology distortion in translated 175 potato networks, we performed the initial search in AtCKN and afterwards analysing them in 
Experimental validation of transcriptional regulation of NPR1 by ET

218
To validate our network-generated hypothesis, we tested the transcriptional regulation of 219 NPR1 following the induction of ET pathway in potato as more data was supporting our 220 hypothesis for this plant. We additionally checked for the potential of SA signalling module to 221 participate in this process. Thus, we induced the SA signalling module by INA (a functional 222 analogue of SA that is not accessible to degradation by NahG) while either leaving the ET 223 module active or blocking its activity (treatment with 1-MCP). Alternatively, we have tested the 224 regulatory potential of ET module, while SA signalling was blocked by using transgenic plants 225 expressing NahG, which degrade any internally produced SA ( To assess the validity of our approach, we compared interactions covered by different layers 276 of biological information against a gold-standard, i.e. a set of reactions from the manually 277 curated plant immune signalling model (Table 1) . We show a coverage of 58% of known CONCLUSIONS 328 We conclude that integration of prior knowledge and experimental datasets followed by 329 network modelling is useful for hypothesis generation, as suggested previously (Medeiros et 330 al., 2015) . We also demonstrate its importance in building mechanistic models, which allow 331 for more detailed dynamic modelling of processes. It will also improve mechanistic modelling 332 of plant responses in the multiway interactions, resembling field conditions. By adding 333 effectors, MAMPs of different microorganisms, DAMPS and known triggering points of 334 different abiotic stresses to the network, we can through relatively simple network modelling, 335 understand the mechanisms underlying emerging properties of such complex systems. 336 Additionally, as the prior knowledge network is problem agnostic, the developed approach can 337 also be applied to any other research question in plant biology. Figure 1 ). Reliability ranks were assigned to each connection 354 between two nodes in AtCKN ( Supplemental Table 1 ). To translate the network from 355 Arabidopsis to potato, a union of three orthologue clusterings was used (available in the In silico promoter analyses 408 Sequences 1500 nt upstream of the NPR1 gene translation start site were extracted for 409 Arabidopsis (AT1G64280; Araport 11) and potato (Sotub07g011600.1.1; SpudDB) and 410 scanned for known cis-regulatory elements with TRANSFAC (Matys, 2003) and PlantCARE 411 (Lescot et al., 2002) . 
